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Selection Process for Local Highway Safety Projects

JAMES C. BARBARESSO, BRENT O. BAIR, CHRISTOPHER R. MANN, AND GARY SMITH

This report preænts â procedure (a) to identify accident problem locations, (b)

to devolop ôccident countormeasures, and (c) to rank highway safety prolects
according to their relative cost-effectiveness, The procedure is designed to be
appl¡cable to all highway operating agencies ¡n oÌder to assist them with the
resource-allocâtion decision, The procedure was developed by the Oakland
County Road Commission with assistânce from staff of ths Southeast
Michigan Council of Governments and the Oakland County Transportat¡on
Systems Management Comm¡tteee. The procedure ¡ntegrates tedtniques
used by the Oakland County Road Commission to ident¡fy problem loca-
tions and develop pro¡ect concepts as a means to evaluate thosê concepts for
sãfety ônd other impasts. Although highway safety is the primary concern
of the Oaklard County Road Commission in developing this procedurc. other
variables (e.9., traffic congestion, air quality, and fuel conservationl can also
be included in the process.

The Oakland County Road Commíssion (OCRC), in the
face of growing liability exposure and an ever-
increasing frequency of traffic accidents, has
recently adopted híghway safety as its nunber one
priority. Traffic congestion and flow, although not
ignored in the decisionmakíng process, are to take a
back seat to safety. As a result of this change ín
orientation¡ it became necessary to develop a new
procedure for the allocation of resources that
incorporates safety as the primary goal.

A substantial amount of research has developed
means to identify hazardous locatÍons and to evalu-
ate projects in terms of cost-effectiveness, net
benefits, and so on (l-!). Many of the approaches
suggested are too complex to be imple¡nented by local
highway agencies, which have Ii¡nited resources.
often researchers have described only part of the
process that leads to the resource-allocation de-
cision. For example, a number of reports concerning
the identification of hazardous locations have been
published over the years, but this activity is onty
one step in the decisionnaking process.

The purpose of this study is to present a conpre-
hensive approach to the developnent and implementa-
tion of a highway safety project on the local-
l"evel. The process described is designed to be
applicable to all local highway agencies in order to
assist them with resource-allocation decisionmaking.

The process was developed by OCRC yrith the as-
sistance of staff from the Southeast t4ichigan
Council of Governments (SE¡4COG) and the Oakland
County transportation systems management (TSM)
committee. Some stages in the process have been
used in the past by OCRC to assist in making de-
cisions about safety improvements, but during the
TS¡,1 planning process the various stages of the
process vrere integråted and other factors were
i ncluded.

In summary, the four stages of this process are
as follows:

1. Identification of problen locations,
2. Developnent of project alternativesr
3. Evaluation of project alternatives, and
4. Project progra¡nming.

Although the process is not unique, the stages in
the process present approaches that can be readily
implemented by local hi.gheray authorities, regardless
of size or sophistication. The process places
emphasis on highway safety, but includes other
factors related to traffic congestion, energy con-
sunptíon, and economic and environ¡nental concerns.

IDENTIFICATION ÀND EVALUATTON OF SAFETY PROJECTS

Since oCRC established highway safety as lts number
one priority, numerous technÍques have been used to
identify problern locatíons and for¡nulate project
concepts. Many of the approaches used were too
conplex to integrate into daily operations. Others
were very ti¡ne-consuming or expensive in terms of
the additional resources needed.

The approach presented in this study reduces the
need for extensive data and additional resources.
It is siÍrpl-e enough to be used daily as an opera-
tional tool.

Identification of Problem Iocation6

OCRC and most local highway authorities have at
their disposal computer or manual fil-es of traffic
accidents within their jurisdictions. In lrichigan,
the Office of Highway Safety Planning maintains the
¡4ichigan Accident Locator Inclex (MALI), which can
provide locaI highway agencies with site-specific
accident statistics. Most, other states have sinilar
systems.

The statistics available through these syste¡ns or
¡naintained manually provide the basis for the
identification of probJ.em locatíons. At OCRC t,hree
statistics are used during this stage of the de-
císionmaking process:

1. Average accident frequency per year at a site,
2. Average accídent rate per ¡nillion vehicle

niles of travel (\/ttT) (for links) or million vehi-
clès (for intersections) at a site, and

3. Percentage of injury and fatal accidents to
total accidents at a site.

Three years worth of data are used to compute yearly
averages so that the effects of one abnormal year on
any of these factors is ¡ninimized.

Average accident frequency per year is the pri-
nary measure of a site-specific accident problen at
locations that have similar traffic volumes. When
tvro locations have similar traffic volunes, the one
that has the greater accident frequency usually has
a greater accident problem. Most locations that
have high accident frequency can normally be associ-
atêd with high traffic volunes, low average vehicle
speedsr and a high percentage of property-damage-
only (PDO) accidents. Due to the low severity rate
of accidents a! these locations, the level of soci-
etal costs and liability of the hÍghway âgency may
not be reflected by high accident frequencies.
Other measures should also be considered.

The accident rate per nilLion VMT or ¡niIlíon
vehicles is used to control for the effects of
traffic volumes on accident frequency. Ilhen tr.ro
Iocations have dissinilar traffic volumes, the one
that has the highest accident rate relative to the
amount of traffic may have a greater accident prob-
lem. In other lvords, the frequency of accidents at
this location could be abnormally high relative to
the amount of traffic it carries.

Whereas, the accident frequency measure favors
high-voJ.ume locations, the accident räte measure
favors those that have loi{ traffic volumes. For
exa¡nple, the accident and traffic characteristics of
three intersections are given in the following table¡
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Figure 1. Oakland County traff¡d
accident summary.
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If accident frequency is used as the only neasure of
an accident problem, then intersection A would be
perceived as having the greatest accident problem.
If the accident rate per million vehlcles is used in
an isolated manner, intersection C would be consid-
ered the worst.

To simplify the process of identifying accident
problem locationsr a 10x10 accident analysis matrix
(6) can be devised, based on statistically deter-
¡nined intervals in accident rate and frequency.
Separate natrices are used for intersections and
road segments. Average yearly accident frequency
and accident rate are used to plot road segments and
intersections within the appropriate mâtrix ceIIs.
The highest priority locations are those plotted in
cetl (10r10). A diagonal reading across the natrix
gives other priority groups. Figure I provides an
example of such a matrix used by OCRC. By locating
within Figure I each of the three hypothetical
intersections in the foregoing exampler intersection
B is given prioríty over the others.

Once locations are ranked into these priority
groups, they are ranked within each priority group
by accident severity:

Severity factor = (Fatal accidents I injury accidents) + total accidents (l)

The accident analysis ¡natrix technique is a good
indicator of priority locatíons, but must be fol-
lohred up by other analyses to determíne possible
accident counter¡neasures and the relative cost-
effectiveness of Inplementing those countermeasures
at various locations.

Develop¡nent of Proiect Alternatives

once problen locatÍons are identified by using the
foregoing technique, OCRC assigns an interdisci-
plinary team to review each problem location and
determine alter'native project concepts. The project
review teams are co¡nposed of staff from traffic
engineering, design engineering, and transportation
planning. The najor objective of this approach is
to nltigate all roadway and envlron¡nental character-
istics that impact negatively on highvray safety.
The teân-review approach uses the interdisciplinary
expertÍse of tea¡n members to devise a variety of
strategies for accident reduction. If constraints

Priqity 2 Priùity I

on staffing present a problem' the general approach
can be carried out by an individual staff member.
The approach is designed to be flexible' although
specific Auidelines for the Iocation review should
be devised by the implementing agency.

In the OCRC approach, a field revie\d of Èhe
problem location is carried out and site conditions
are noted' diagrammed, and photographed. Some
problens in design or geo¡netrics ¡night be obviousi
others may be more nebulous. Often a survey of
property owners adjacent to the site is necessitated
in order to determine the oPeratíonal character-
istics of traffic at the site. If tíne is not a
constraint, a windshield survey can be taken to
record driverst reactions.

Information obtained during this stage of the
team-review process includes the following:

l. Existing and expected traffic volunes,
2. Turning novement counts,
3. ExistÍng right-of-v¡ay'
4. Signing and other trafflc control devices,
5. Roadside obstacles,
6. Vehicle speeds,
7. Pavement or surface conditlon'
8. Shoulder width and condition,
9. Existence of on-street parking,

10. Sight distance,
11. Roadvray design characteristics'
L2. RoadYray geonetricsr and
13. visual evidence of traffic accidents (e.9.'

scarred trees and scraped guardrail).

Sinuttaneous with the fieLd review, an analysis
of the accident history of the site is carried out.
Each reported accident is investigated índividually'
and information for all accidents is tabulated.
Collision diagrams are dravrn and accident patterns
are noted. The final step in the tea¡n-review
process is to relate these accidents to the physical
or operâtional characteristics of the site. By
doing so, alternative sets of accident countermea-
Eures can be determined for each particular location.

Cost esti¡nates are assigned to each alternative
project concept at a specific location. The project
alternatives for â location normally range from
lov,,-cost alternatives to major reconstruction. If a
project at a location is necessaríly deferred, a set
of interim accident countermeasures is devised to
reduce accidents during the period of deferral. The
product of this team-review process is a report that
indicates existíng conditions at the location and
specifies the various improvement alternat,ives
proposed.
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Table 1. Safety improvement rat¡ng sheet for links.

"Mrltiply by t.o. bMrltiply by 0.5, cMulripry by 0.25.

Evaluation of Safetv Pro'ìect Alternatives

During the team-review process, an abtempt is ¡nade
to relate existing environ¡nentaL characteristics of
a location with the accident history at that loca-
tÍon. The project alternatives deveJ.oped nust then
be evaluated to determine the effectiveness of the
proposed projects. At this point one of the group
of alternatives at a specific location is chosen for
inplernentation. Then each of the chosen alterna-
tives is ranked anong all projects according to its
relative cost-effectiveness.

During the recent development of the Oakland
County TSM plan, a procedure for èvâluating and
ranking project alternatives in terms of cost-
effectiveness nas devised. Although the process
weighs highway safety above aII other ptanning
criteria, traffic congestion and delay, air quatity,
energy conservation, intermodal coordination, and
social and economic impacts can be integrated. The
process assigns points to alternative safety proj-
ects based on the relation between the anount of
safety improvenents the project provides and the
existing level of accident experience at the project
location.

Three variables are used to rneasure a projectts
impact:

l-. Accident frequency,
2. Accident rate, ând
3. Severe accident frequency.

Accident, frequency is the average annual number
of accidents at a particular location. The ranges
indicated in Tables I and 2 (i.e., high, nedium, and
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Iow) were determined by using three years of acci-
dent data for Oakland County roads and intersec-
tions. The high category indicates l-ocations that
experience a critical level of accidents. The
nedium category indicates locations that experience
accident frequencies greater than the average for
aIl locations. The low category lnclucles those
locations that have less than average accídent
frequency åmong aII locations.

Accident rate is the number of accidents at ã
particular location relative to the amount of traf-
fic at the location. Accident rate must be consid-
ered when reviewing locations that have dissimilar
traffic volu¡nes. For exampl-e, a l-mile long road
segrnent that has 10 accidents,/year and 1000 vehi-
cles/day has an accident rate of 27.40 accidents/
million Vl,lT, y¡hereas a I míIe road segment that has
10 accidents/year and 10 000 vehicles/day has an
accident rate of 2.74 accidents/mittion ¡/MT. The
segnent that has 1000 vehicles/day has a greater
accident problem than does its more heavily used
counterpart. Àgain, the high and mediu¡n category
ranges have been determined from a review of data
from all locations in Oakland County.

Severe accident frequency is the averâge annual
number of accidents that result in personal injury
or fatality. A reduction in the frequency of severe
accidents has a dramatic impact on the reduction of
cost to society¡ therefore, the benefits of a proj-
ect are increased.

Tables I and 2 are used to deternine the points
of effectiveness associated with each project. For
example, a project is proposed for a road link that
has more than 50 accidents per year. The proposed
project is expected to reduce accidents by 15 per-
cent. Thereforer the project received five points
for accident frequency reduction. This procedure is
carried out for aLl three impact criteria to deter-
¡nine the final safety effectiveness score for a
proj ect.

The safety-effectiveness score is then divided by
the estimated project cost and nultiplied by one
million to deternine the cost-effectiveness of the
proposed project:

Cost.effectiveness = aib x 106 e)

where a is the safety-effectiveness score and b is
the estimated project cost. projects that have the
greatest scores are given priority for inplementa-
t ion.

In order to ensure consistency in evaluating
alternative projects, a set of uniform accident-
reduction factors (7,8) is used to deter¡nine a proj-
ectrs inpact on accident frequency¡ rate, and se-
verity. The accident-reduction factors shown in
Table 3 are used by OCRC. percentäge reductions in
various types of accidents are related to specific
types of improvements. In addit,ion, each accident
t.ype is associated with a severity factor so that
reductions in severe accidents can be determined.
The average percentage of severe accident,s are as
follows:

Average
Severe Accident

Accident Type (S) Type
Right angle 42 Fixed object
Left turn 43 Overturn
Rear end 26 Pedestrian
Head-on 42 Bicycle
Side-swipe 15 Car-train
Parking maneuver 18

Impact Criteria
Points
Possible

Accident Frequency

Higha Mediumb Lowc

Frequency ¡eduction (%)
>30
10-29
<10

Rate reduction (%)
>30
I0-29
<10

Severity accident reduction (%)
>30

10-29
<10

20.0-49.9 <20.0
20.0-49.9 < 20.0
20.0-49.9 < 20.0

3.44-25 .99 <3.44
3.44-25.99 <3.44
3.44-25.99 <3.44

6.0-24.9 <6.0
6.0-24.9 < 6.0
6.0-24.9 < 6.0

7.5
5.0
2.5

7.5
5.0
2.5

25.0
I 5.0
5.0

50+
50+
50+

26.0+
26.0+
26.0+

25+
25+
25+

"Mrltiplv bv t.o. bMultiply by o.s. cMultiply by 0.2s.

Table 2. Safety improvement rat¡ng sheet for intersect¡ons.

Accident Frequency

lmpact Criteria
Points
Possible Higha Mediumb Lowc

Frequency r eduction (%)
>30
t0-29
<10

Râte reduction (%)
>30
t0-29
<10

Severity accident reduction (%)
>30
10-29
<10

7.5
5.0
2.5

7.5
5.0
2.5

25+
25+
25+

3.50+
3.50+
3.5 0+

15+
l5+
15+

IO.8-24.9
10.8-24.9
to.8-24.9

< 10.8
< 10.8
< 10.8

25.O
I 5.0
5.0

1 .66-3.49 <l.66
1.66-3.49 <t.66
L66-3.49 < I .66

5.0-14.9 <5.0
5.0-14.9 <5.0
5.0-14.9 <5.0

Average
S eve re

36
62
97
86
52

ïn order to determine the estimated reduction in
accidents the following fornula is used:
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R= ÐRi (3)

where R is the total estimateat annual accident
reduction and Ri is the estimated reduction of
type i accidents.

R¡=AixP¡ (4)

where A is the average annuâI type i accidents and
Pi is the estimated fractional reduction of type i
accidents.

Pi= I -(1-Pir)(l-Pi2)(1-Pi3)... (s)

where PiI, PL2, Pi¡ are the estinated frac-
t ional reduction of accident type i caused by
improvenents Lr2 13 ¡....

The percentage reduction in accÍdent frequency is
determined by the following equation:

Percentage reduction = R/E (6)

where E is the existing frequency of accidents at a
Iocation. The percentage reduction in accident rate
equals that for accident frequency. Therefore, no
additional calculation need be performed to defer-
¡nine a project's irnpact on accident rate.

Table 3. Accident reduction fastors.
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To determine the estimated reduction in severe
accidents the following calculation is perforned:

s=ÐSi 0)

where S is the total esti¡nated annual reduction in
severe acciilents and Si is the esti¡nated reduction
in severe accidents of type i.

S¡=R¡xSq (8)

where Sri is the average Percentage of severe tn)e
i accidents,

The safety project-evaluation Process described
above can be itnPlemented easily by locaI highway
agencies regardless of their size or sophistica-
tion. Access to a conputer will facilitate the
process.

Perhaps the biggest advantage to using Tables I
and 2 is that they provide a rather sinplistic
approach that, with littte explanation, can be used
by nontechnical staff of small rnunicipalities. For
this reason a1one, the tables should be retaineil.
However, note thât the selection of the nunber of
columns (low, rnediu¡nr and high) and the selection of
the corresponding multípliers (0.25, 0.5, 1.0) Idas

sonevrhat arbitrary. Although it was designed to

lmproYement

Accident Type

Right
Angle

Left
Tum

Rea¡
End

Sid€- Parking
Head-On Swipe Maneuver Overturn Pedest¡ian Bicycle

Fixed
Object

Car-
Train

Traffic cont¡ol devices
Install new traffic si8nal
Install pedestrian signal
Add sparate left-tù¡n phase
With new left-tum
Without left-tum lane

P¡ohibit left tums
P¡ohibit right turn on red
Upg¡ade signals
Improve timing and i¡terconnect
lnstall fuuy actuated signal
Install l2-in lens
Install advance warning flashe¡s
Remove signal
Upgrade signing
Install special curve wa¡ning signs
Minor leg stop cont¡ol
Install all-way itop
Overhead lane signs
Overhead warning signs
lnstall yield signs
Intersection di¡ectional and wârning signs
Edge markings
Centerline ma¡kings
No passing stripcs
Rajsed permanent rellectorized marke¡s
Rail¡oad crossing gates

Chatrnelization
Add center left-turn approach lane
With left{urn phase
Without left-tum phase

Add right{urn lane and deceleration lane
Add passing lane
Add continuous left-tum lane
Extend lane d¡op and accele¡ation lånc
Âdd median and median barrier

Other
Remove on-street parking
Revise driveways
Remove fixed object
liliden laûe width
Widen shoulders
Install cu¡bing
Resurface
Deslick
I mp¡ove horizontal alignment
Improve vertiøl alignment
llluminate
lmprove supe¡elevation
Install guardrail
lncreaw radü at intersection
Improve sight distanæ at i¡tersection
Widen bridse
Pave app¡oach

0.5

0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.3
+0.34

0.1

o.2

0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2

+0.54

0.1
0.3
0.9
0.1

+0.24
+0.5â

0.t
0.2

+o.2â
o2

n)

o.2
0.t

o.2

0.1
o.2

o2

o.2
o.2

0.1

+0.5å 0.3o.2
0.4

0.1

0.1

0.I o.2
0. r o.2

0.1

o.2 0.3
0.1 0.3
0.5 0.3

0.3 0.9
o.2

0.3
0.3

0.1
0.1

0.5
0.1

0.1
0t

0.'l
0.4
0.9

0.1
0.1
0.8

0.t 0.r
0.3 0.2
0.t 0.1
0.1 0. r

+o.la +0. ta

0.1 0. r 0.2
+0.14 +0.1å

0.1 0.r 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.2 0.2

o.2 0.2 0.1
0.2 0.3 0.3

0

0
0
0
0

+0. lâ
0.1

0.5 0.3
o.'1 0.5

0.2 0.2
0.3 0.2
0.2 0.1 0.t

o.2 0.1
0.2 0.3
0.3 0.3
0.2 0.2 0.10.1

0.'l 0.2
0.2
o.2
0.3
0.5
0.3

0.1
0.1

o.2
0.1

0. t 0.1
0.4 0, I

o.2
o.2

0.1 0.1
n)

o.2

0.3

0.5

0.1
0.3 0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1
0.1
0.2
o.2
0.1
o.2

0.4

0.8
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.1
0.1
o.2
0.1
0.1
o.2
0.4
0.1

0.4

o.2

0.1
0.1
o.2
0.1
0.1
o_2

0t

0.r
0.r
0.1
o.2
0t

0.3

0.3
0.1

0.¡

0.1

0.1

0.t

0.1

0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.3

0.1 0.1 0.1

o.l
0.1
0.4

0.1
0.4

0.1
0.1

slndeæ rslher than reduction.

o.2
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give more credit to increasingly i{orse locations,
the tables could just as easily have been set up
with only tero columns (low and high) or a very large
nu¡nber of colunns, each with multipliers that in-
crease in value. The sane arbitrary situation
exists ín the point spread for giving credit to the
reductions (e.9., for frequency, 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5).

An obvious improvement to Tables I and 2 would be
to develop a function that increases Èhe multiplier
or poínts proportionate to the increase in the scale
under consideration (e.9., íncrease in frequency or
increase in frequency reduction). Equation 9 pro-
vides such a function.

cEij = { [PF(Fj/Fm ax) (FRij/FRma*) + Pn (R¡/R-u*)(RR1¡/RR-"*)

+ P5(S¡/S-¿*XSRi¡/SR^"*)Ì + Ci¡ Ìx lo6 (9)

where

i. = alternatíve inprovernent under considera-

l

L)

t ion,
= Iocation t.o be improved (i.e., intersec-

tion, curve, or Ìink),
= cost-effectiveness of improvement i at lo-

cation j,
Cii = cost of improvement i at locaÈion j,
nf = points (max) for reduction in frequency,
Fj = frequency of accidents at j,

Fma* = maximum frequency possibLe at any 1ocâ-
tion¡

FRij estimated frequency reduction for i at j,
F\nu* = maxi¡nun possible reduction in frequency at

any location,
PR = points (¡nax) for reduction in accident

rate,
R.ì = accident rate at j,

&nrí = nax possible rate at any location,
RRij = estimated rate reduction for i at j,

R&nax = max possible reduction in rate at any Io-
cation,

PS = points (nax) for reduction in severity,
Sj = number of severe accidents at j,

Smax = max possible number of severe accidents
at any location,

SRij = estÍmated reduction in severity for i at,
I r ancl

S\nax = nax possibJ"e reduction in severity at any
location.

As should be readily apparent, the first set of
factors represents the potential credit for accident
frequency¡ the second set for accident rate, and the
third set for accident severity. !'or convenience¡
Pf + Pr + Ps = 100. The multiplier of 106
at the end is included simpty to provide a neaning-
ful cost-effectiveness number for easy comparíson.

The establishment of the maxinums (e.g., F¡nax)
is not as criticâl as might appear, provided Èhe
sa¡ne maximums åre used for aI1 comparisons. One

Table 4. Highway projests listed by cost.effect¡veness,
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approach night be to sinply use the highest value
for the group of alternative projects under con-
sideration. For example¡ if L00 alternative proj-
ects were being considered, the location that has
the highest frequency might be used in setting
Frnax. The säme process would then be followed for
all of the other maximums. Another approach night
be to simply select maximums that are known to be
unobtainable at any location. Again, the key i6 to
use t,he same values for evalualing alt alternative
projects.

Although nunerous values rnust be plugged into
this equation, it is stilt simple enough that it can
be programmed on many hand-held calculators for easy
computation when a large nunber of alternatives are
under consideration. It also provides a rational
application of points or credits among aLternatives
and perhaps a better spread of resulting cost-
effectiveness values.

Integration of Other Factors

During the developrnent of the Oakland County TsM
plan (9), the foregoing safety project-evaluation
procedure was expanded to íntegrate other factors
relevant to TSI{ project planning and programming.
ALthough the enhancement of highway safety was
retai.ned as the primary criterion in the evaluation
process, the following criteria were also considered
(19) ¡

1. Operations improvements, including reduction
in traffic de1ay, importance of the project to the
transportation network, and improvenent in opera-
tions and roadway geometricsi

2. fnprovenent in air quality;
3. Reduction in fuel consumption;
4. Impact on other modesi
5. Impact on social and econo¡nic factors; and
6. Inprovement in maintenance and service

factor s.

Points were awarded to projects for inprovements
in the traffic operations criterÍa that were
weighted by the existing leveI of service (LoS) at
the project location (_Ifr_I2). The improvements in
air quality and fuel conservation that result from a
project were based on the reduction in traffic delay
effectuated by the project. The other evaluation
criteria were scored on a subjective basis. Cost-
effectiveness for a project is det.ermined by sunmíng
the effectiveness points assigned to the project,
dividing by the estÍmated project cost, and nultí-
plying by one million. projects are then ranked by
their cost-effectiveness and budget, constraints are
applied. Table 4 provides an example of the ffnal
product of this procedure.

Project Location Description Safety

Traffic Air Fuel
Opera- Qual- Conser-
tions ity vation

Inter- Socioeco-
modal nomic Mainte
lmpacts Impacts nance

Cost
Total ($)

Cost-Effec.
tiveness

Elizabeth Lake-State to
Telegraph

Main - University

M-59-Crescent Lake
Farmington-Nine Mile
John R Woodwarri

Heights
John R-Nine Mile
Twelve Mile-Middlebelt
Ten Mile-Novi
Pontiac T¡ail Decker

Interconnect signals 8.8

Remove park¡ng, st¡ipe for 23.8
left-turn lane

Add left{urn phas 18.8
Widen fo¡ left-tu¡n lanes 36.2
Widen for left-turn lanes 36.2

lncrease corner rad¡i 5.6
Widen for left-turn lanes 11.5
Widen intersection 22.5
Widen for left-turn lanes 5.0

13.0 00

22

00
20
30

30
l0
00o2

21.8 3 300 8424

53.8 l0 000 5380

21.8 r0 000 2t80
69.2 75 000 923
46.7 r 30 000 359

l 9.6 55 000 356
24.5 75 000 32't
36.1 150 000 245
17.5 80 000 219

13.0 5

3,0 0
2t.0 3
3.5 I

6.0 l
3.0 I
4.2 3
2.5 2
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CONCLUSION

The final product of this entire Process is a líst
of projects ranked according to relative cost-
effectiveness. By applying budget constraints to
this listing of projects, a yearly or rnultiyear pro-
gra¡n is devised. The process explained presents â
sirnple technique for facilitating the resource-
allocation decision. It is designed to be apPlica-
ble to all Iocal lrighway organizations regarclless of
their size or sophistication.
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Analysis of Accidents in Traffic Situations By Means of
Multiproportional Weighted Poisson Model

R. HAMERSLAG, J.P. ROOS, AND M. KWAKERNAAK

This art¡cle describes a model that enables traffic eng¡neers to get insight into
the factors that influence the occurrence of accidents. This model has a multi'
plicative form and describes how the expected number of accidents depends on

road and Îraff¡c character¡st¡cs. Because of the input of observations where no

accidents occurred, a logar¡thmic transformat¡on to linearize the model was im-
possible without biasing the est¡mates cons¡derably' By introduc¡ng the maxi-
mum likelihood est¡mation theory, a model was developed that also analyses

situat¡ons where no accidents occur. This method was first applied successfully

in 1974 for the analysis of actidents on Dutch polderroads. This article also de'

scribes the results obta¡ned by the method from a study that tries to establ¡sh

a relat¡on between road and traff¡c character¡st¡cs on one hand and the safety

of cyclists and moped riders on the other. lnfluenc¡ng factors are (a) motor
car, moped, and cycle traffic flows; (b) w¡dth of cycle lane and median width;
(c) access roads to houses; (d) type of road surface of the cycle lanes; and (el

parking bays and bus stops. A f unher applicat¡on is g¡ven by the study of ¡n'
terurban car traffic. Daily traffic flows proved to be the most imPortant var¡'
able, followed by the presence of obstacles and intersections and crossings of
various kinds.

Traffic accidents are caused by errors of judgment
on the part of road users or by defects in vehicles.
The occurrence of accidents is related to the psy-
chological characteristics of the traffic Partici-
pants as weII as to the physical characteristics
under which Èhey take part in traffic. These physi-
cal characteristics are, for instance, the weather
conditions (e.9.' fog or slipperiness)r the Iight or
dark period of the day' and the road characteris-

tics. One of the tasks of the traffic engineer is
to examine whether the accident rate can be lowered
by improving the traffic situation.

The occurrence of accidents can be analyzed by
means of mathematical models. Regress!.on analysis
is often used; someti¡nes analysis of variance and
factor analysis are also used to ascertain the
effect of road and traffic characterístics (f-l).
Sone have used linear regression. Often, a multi-
plicative model is nade linear (!r!).

The use of multiPle Iinear regression implicitly
assumes that the observation results are clistributed
normally. This assumption is not very realistic
since the analysis is specifically concerned with
traffic situations in rvhich few accidents occur.
The probability that the number of accidents would
become negative is not negtigible in that case.

The drawback of an erroneous assurnPtion with
respect to the sampling distribution is even greater
in the use of the multiPlicative rnodel linearized by
a logarithnic transformation. The logarithn of zero
is not defined, and a zero observation can therefore
not be included in the investigation. The zero
observations are sometines omitted fron the analy-
sis. This seems undesirable because traffic situa-
tions where no accidents occur are of a very real
inportance. Other devices are sometines usedi for
instance, a sma1l number (e.g. ¡ 0.5) nay be added to


